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It has been Alutex’s distinctive feature to offer year 

after year the most innovative solutions for the 

retractable awning market.

Giant is by its own name the largest retractable 

lateral arm awning today on the American market. 

With its 20’ of maximum projection it will probably 

remain as such for years to come.

Designed to address the the most demanding 

market for features beyond the limit, Giant wants 

to set the new frontier of the retractable arm shade 

limits. Although this outstanding product requires 

higher structural resistance from the location where 

it is to be installed, its design maintains the elegance 

of the products made to last.

       Width Range     18’ to 40’ (1/4” increment) 

       Projection Range     15’, 16’, 17’, 18’, 19’ 20’

       Side dimension with Hood                13” H x 12” W 

       Side size without Hood    13” H x 12” W 

       Hood      Yes (Optional)

       Hood Shape     11’ Round 

       Control System     Motorized (Gear is not advised) 

       Installation Option     Wall, Soffit, Roof Mounted

       Bracket Size     13” H x 6” W x 1 1/2”D

       Pitch Control     Option

       Drop Down Valance      Yes (Optional) 

       Fabric Option     Over 300 acrylic patterns

       Leg Kit      Option

       Standard Frame Color    

         White

       Custom Frame Color    Any (on request)

       Frame Warranty      10 years

Lateral Arms - Giant

Product Featuressmooth
Each Giant arm is connected to the 

front bar of the awning with a joint to 

provide a more perfect and smooth 

rotation of each arm around its front 

pin.

perfect fabric
Because of the high tension of its 

arms, Giant is supplied with a cradle 

center support to maintain the 

perfect fabric alignment around the 

rolling tube.

support
Every Giant is provided with 5 

installation brackets, 2 for each arm 

and one to be installed about in the 

center of the awning.

elegant
When completely retracted, Giant still 

withdraws elegantly within few inches 

from the wall like any other classical 

lateral arm system.

stainless steel
Every Giant elbow arm is supplied 

with a stainless steel chain able 

to control the extremely powerful 

tension of its springs.

extra strong
Giant’s front bar has been perceived 

with the goal to offer an extra strong 

stabilizer against high winds without 

compromising its elegant look.
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